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Electrical fire leaves Boston residents in the dark this week
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In Short

The MacVicar Day 2012 Symposium is Today! Titled “Innovations
in Undergraduate Education at
MIT in the Tradition of Margaret
MacVicar and Robert Silbey,” at 3
p.m. in Bartos Theater (E15-054)
with refreshments at 2:30 p.m.
Memorial services will be held
for Robert J. Silbey and Brian G.
Anderson ’13 tomorrow. Silbey’s
service will be from 2 - 4 p.m. in
the 3rd floor atrium of building 46.
Anderson’s will be held at 4 p.m. in

the search for
the president
Forums seek student
input. news, p. 9

By Jessica J. Pourian
editor in chief

The Boston skyline
went dark Tuesday
Established
1881
evening after a major transformer failure in
Boston’s Back Bay, causing a three-alarm
fire that destroyed the parking garage of the
Back Bay Hilton and left over 21,000 people
without power. The outage left large swaths
of Boston dark; from Kenmore and the
CITGO sign all the way to the Public Gardens. MIT fraternities, sororities, and independent living groups (FSILGs) lost power
from Tuesday night until late Wednesday or
Thursday evening. As of press time, NStar,
the power company, reports that most of
Boston has had power restored though the

lights; the Prudential Center was the last
skyscraper to regain power at 11 p.m. All living groups have had their power restored
except Sigma Nu and Fenway House.
Seventeen FSILGs across the river lost
power on Tuesday evening along with the
rest of the Boston area, said Marlena Martinez Love, assistant dean for FSILGs. Over
400 students in affected living groups were
invited to campus if they needed a place to
stay for the night. The Housing Office keeps
a list of spare rooms and has a number of
cots reserved for emergency purposes, said
Dennis Collins, Director of Housing.
“If a student wanted to use rooms on
campus, they were able to contact the dean
on call,” Collins said, “No one did.”

Housing sent each FSILG an email with
instructions of what to do during the outage. Suggestions included staying away
from open flames, checking the refrigerator
for rotten food, and finding accommodations on campus.
All brothers at Nu Delta stayed on campus during the power outage. They lost
power from Tuesday evening until 11:30
p.m. on Wednesday.
“None of us stayed in the house except
the RA,” said Christian M. Londono ’14, vice
president of Nu Delta, “We’re going through
the food tomorrow — nothing was damaged thankfully — but there’s a lot of food
Fire, Page 11

Christopher A. Maynor—The Tech

On Pi Day at Tau Time (March 14 at 6:28 p.m.),
MIT granted admission to 1,620 eager applicants.
This year’s acceptance rate of 8.9 percent was a
record low, with a record high of 18,109 applications overall. 6,008 of these applications were early
action, a decrease from last year, and 680 of these
students were accepted early. Last year, a total of
1,742 students were admitted. Dean of Admissions
Stuart Schmill ’86 said that one of the factors that
may have affected this year’s high application pool
and decrease in early applications was the fact
that Harvard and Princeton reopened their singlechoice early action programs. This meant that students could only apply early to one school of their
choice, resulting in fewer early action applications
to MIT and more regular action applicants.
The class of 2016 is nine percent African-American, 31 percent Asian-American, 35 percent Caucasian, 14 percent Hispanic, and one percent Native American. Similarly to last year, 49 percent of
admitted students are women. There was a slight
increase in admitted international students, from
eight percent last year to nine percent.
“The applicant pool keeps getting stronger
even as it gets bigger,” Schmill said. For instance,
the average SAT scores of the class of 2016 applicants are higher than in previous years, he said.
Schmill anticipates a slightly higher yield than
last year due to the fact that students who applied
and were admitted early to Princeton and Harvard
did not submit applications to MIT at all. In previous years, however, those who may really want
to go to Harvard or Princeton also apply to MIT
regular action, and might later decide not to attend MIT.
Last year, MIT’s yield was about 65 percent.

—Stephanie Holden

Agarwal is leaving CSAIL to direct MITx

Established 1881

Steps down as CSAIL director in order to lead MITx team full-time
By Ethan A. Solomon
executive editor

Anant Agarwal, director of the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL), announced yesterday that
he would step down from his role as director
to fully devote himself to the Open Learning
Enterprise (working title), which runs theMITx initiative. Since its announcement last
December, MITx has caught the eye of MIT
faculty, the world of higher education, and
120,000 people who signed up for the pilot
course, 6.002x.
“I am writing to let you know about an
extraordinarily difficult decision that I have
made to step down as the director of CSAIL
in order to serve as full-time director of the
new MITx open learning enterprise,” Agarwal wrote in an email to CSAIL yesterday
evening. “As some of you may know, I have

W15 with a reception following in
W11. Both services are open to the
general public.
MITSO and MITWE have concerts this weekend at 8 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium! Check out
MITSO tonight and MITWE on
Saturday! Tickets are $5 at the
door or free in advance from their
respective booths in Lobby 10 and
online.
Send news tips and information
to news@tech.mit.edu.

open letter to cambridge
Google should be allowed to expand into
Cambridge. letters, p. 4

swartz charges dropped
Massachusetts drops charges against
JSTOR pirate. news, p. 8

been trying to lead both CSAIL and MITx
these past several months, but I have come
to realize that this situation cannot continue
indefinitely.” Agarwal was named CSAIL
head last July.
Though Agarwal has been spearheading
the development of MITx and its prototype
course since last year, he now takes the reins
of the project full-time as it begins to get
more attention from students and faculty,
and as it prepares to expand its course offering for the fall term. Faculty devoted their
January/February newsletter to discussion
on MITx, and the Undergraduate Association has started to consider the project’s impact on students. Chancellor Eric Grimson
PhD ’80 and Provost L. Rafael Reif will hold
“overview of MITx” sessions with students
next week and in early April.
6.002x, an online prototype version of
MIT’s introductory circuits and electronics

class, went live to the world on March 5, and
Agarwal, who also co-teaches the course,
says 120,000 people have signed up so far.
But less than three months from unveiling to
prototype seems fast — why so quick?
“I think MITx is very, very important for
MIT,” says Agarwal. “It’s critical that we get
out there and do it fast.”
The rapid pace of technical development, Agarwal adds, is thanks to the course
development team. In addition to Agarwal,
Gerald J. Sussman ’68, Christopher J. Terman
PhD ’83, and Piotr Mitros ’04 are working on
6.002x. The course was a “heroic team effort,”
according to Agarwal.
Agarwal plans to run MITx like a nonprofit startup, inspired by the small-team energy
that has come to typify Internet startups from
Silicon Valley to Kendall Square. The MITx
MITx, Page 8

MIT tops US News and World
Report rankings once again
It doesn’t come as a surprise that U.S. News and World Report
has once again ranked MIT as the overall best graduate engineering school in the country. MIT has held this title since 1990,
the year U.S. News began ranking engineering programs. Notably, the following engineering departments — chemical, materials, computer, and electrical (the latter two tied with Stanford
University) — were given first-place ratings. Other specialties
with a top-five rank were aeronautics and astronautics (No. 2),
mechanical (No. 2), nuclear (No. 2), and biological (No. 5).
USNWR, Page 11

Final fantasy in
concert at the bso
The legendary series gets
concert treatment.
arts, p. 5
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By Vince Agard
After two days of clouds
and chilly temperatures, sunshine and unusually warm
weather are expected to make
a comeback this weekend in
association with a broad high
pressure system. Earlier this
week, temperatures repeatedly
exceeded their climatological
normals by upwards of 20°F. In
fact, Monday’s high temperature of 71°F at Logan Airport
broke the 110-year-old record
high of 69°F.
Today, a weak low pres-

Today: Mostly cloudy with a few midday showers. High
50°F (10°C).
Tonight: Mostly cloudy. High 41°F (5°C).
Tomorrow: Partly sunny. High 57°F (14°C).
Tuesday: Mostly sunny. Highs in the mid 60s°F (19°C).
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ty, who became the lead prosecutor
just before the trial. Both were reassigned after the case collapsed.
Brendan Sullivan, the defense
lawyer who represented Stevens,
said the report “confirms that the
prosecution of Sen. Ted Stevens was
riddled with government corruption
involving multiple federal prosecutors and at least one FBI agent.”
Matthew Menchel and Kenneth
Wainstein, lawyers for Goeke and
Bottini, criticized the report, saying it concluded that the trial team’s
mistakes had been intentional without providing “hard facts or sound
legal analysis,” as Wainstein wrote
in a letter to Attorney General Eric
H. Holder Jr. He said it was not fair
to air such “conclusory statements”
when there would be no trial to test
the evidence.
The Justice Department’s own investigation into whether any professional misconduct took place is not
yet complete.
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sure system will move through
New England, bringing with
it some midday showers and
a slight chance for scattered
thunderstorms. The chance
for showers will diminish in
the late afternoon, and a high
pressure system will come in
on the heels of the low tomorrow. This system is projected
to persist well into next week,
resulting in lots of sunshine,
and more near-record highs in
the 70s °F. This weather pattern
is quite anomalous for Boston
in March, as high temperatures
are normally in the mid-40s °F
this time of year.

Extended Forecast
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High pressure system to
bring more warm weather
STAFF METEorologist

WASHINGTON — At least two
federal prosecutors involved in the
botched ethics trial of the late Sen.
Ted Stevens “intentionally withheld and concealed” significant
evidence from the defense team that
could have resulted in his acquittal,
a court-appointed investigator has
concluded.
In a 514-page report made public Thursday, the special investigator said he had uncovered evidence
that would “prove beyond a reasonable doubt” that two members of
the prosecutorial team in the 2008
trial, Joseph W. Bottini and James
A. Goeke, had deliberately kept exculpatory information from Stevens’
defense team.
But the report said that because
the federal judge overseeing the trial,
Emmet G. Sullivan, had not specifi-

W

Weather

cally ordered the government lawyers to turn over any such materials
to the defense, as they are required
to do by law, they could not be prosecuted for criminal contempt of court.
“Were there a clear, specific
and unequivocal order of the court
which commanded the disclosure
of this information, we are satisfied
that a criminal contempt prosecution” would be appropriate, the investigator, Henry F. Schuelke, and a
colleague who assisted him, William
Shields, concluded.
The report made no conclusions about the actions of Nicholas
A. Marsh, a third prosecutor who
worked closely on the case, citing
his suicide in 2010 as a reason for
silence.
But it largely exonerates several
other prosecutors involved in the
case, including William M. Welch
II, the former chief of the Justice Department’s public integrity section,
and Brenda Morris, his former depu-

The New York Times
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For President Barack Obama, the fainting spells are back.
A woman listening as the president discussed his energy
policy in Maryland on Thursday fainted among the standingroom-only crowd.
“Remember next time, if you’re going to stand for a long time,
you’ve got to eat,” he said to laughs from the crowd. “It’s true.
You’ve got to get something to eat. You’ve got to get some juice.”
It was the third time this month that someone had fainted
during one of the president’s speeches. A woman fainted last
week as Obama spoke at a Daimler plant in Mount Holly, N.C.
A week earlier, a woman passed out as Obama spoke at Nashua
Community College in New Hampshire.
—Ashley Southall, The New York Times

By Charlie Savage
and Michael S. Schmidt

W

Falling for the president

were initially inclined to take the
executive branch’s assertions about
the importance of this ‘operation’
at face value.”
The dispute centers on what the
government thinks it is allowed to
do under Section 215 of the Patriot
Act, under which agents may obtain a secret order from the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court allowing them to get access to any
“tangible things” — like business
records — that are deemed “relevant” to a terrorism or espionage
investigation.
There appear to be both an ordinary use for Section 215 orders
— akin to using a grand jury subpoena to get specific information in
a traditional criminal investigation
— and a separate, classified intelligence collection activity that also
relies upon them.
The interpretation of Section
215 that authorizes this secret surveillance operation is apparently
not obvious from a plain text reading of the provision and was developed through a series of classified
rulings by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court.

Report details inner workings
of senator’s ethics trial
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LONDON — Fitch, the ratings agency, warned Thursday that
Britain could lose its top investment grade because its economy
might not be flexible enough to absorb economic shocks.
The change in the rating outlook, which came as the country’s Treasury was putting the finish touches on its annual budget, showed how fragile Britain’s economic recovery remained.
It is also likely to give ammunition to the opposition Labour
Party, which argues that the government’s far-reaching austerity measures have hindered growth. Fitch revised its outlook for
Britain’s debt rating to negative from stable late Wednesday but
kept its AAA credit rating unchanged.
The government said Thursday that Fitch’s comments reflected support for its austerity measures and a recognition of
the need to reduce the budget deficit in an uncertain economic
environment.
Fitch warned that the British economy remained threatened by the “ongoing financial tensions in the eurozone.” The
eurozone is Britain’s biggest export market.
—Julia Werdigier, The New York Times

WASHINGTON — For more
than two years, a handful of Democrats on the Senate intelligence
committee have warned that the
government is secretly interpreting its surveillance powers under
the Patriot Act in a way that would
be alarming if the public — or even
others in Congress — knew about
it.
On Thursday, two of those senators — Ron Wyden of Oregon and
Mark Udall of Colorado — went
further. They said a top-secret intelligence operation that is based
on that secret legal theory is not
as crucial to national security as
executive branch officials have
maintained.
The senators, who also said that
Americans would be “stunned”
to know what the government
thought the Patriot Act allowed it to
do, made their remarks in a letter to
Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr.
after a Justice Department official
last month told a judge that disclosing anything about the program

0°

Britain’s shaky economy
threatens credit rating

“could be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the national security of the United States.”
The Justice Department has
argued that disclosing information about its interpretation of the
Patriot Act could alert adversaries
to how the government collects
certain intelligence. It is seeking
the dismissal of two Freedom of
Information Act lawsuits — by The
New York Times and by the American Civil Liberties Union — related
to how the Patriot Act has been
interpreted.
The senators wrote that it was
appropriate to keep specific operations secret. But, they said, the
government in a democracy must
act within publicly understood law
so that voters “can ratify or reject
decisions made on their behalf” —
even if that “obligation to be transparent with the public” creates
other challenges.
“We would also note that in
recent months we have grown increasingly skeptical about the actual value of the ‘intelligence collection operation,”’ they added. “This
has come as a surprise to us, as we

The New York Times

W

Cisco Systems said Thursday that it planned to buy the NDS
Group, a provider of content streaming and security software, for
about $5 billion to help expand its next-generation video services.
By buying NDS, whose customers include British Sky
Broadcasting and DirecTV, Cisco is hoping to augment its Videoscape streaming platform. The company has been focusing
on its video offerings as it works to bolster lagging growth in its
core networks business.
NDS, based in Staines, England, has about 5,000 employees
and has operations in five countries. Its chairman, Abe Peled,
will become a senior vice president and chief strategist for Cisco’s video and collaboration group.
—Michael J. De La Merced and Mark Scott, The New York Times

By Charlie Savage
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Cisco systems to buy NDS, a
software provider

Senators issue warning
about use of the Patriot Act
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LARGO, Md. — In what has become a weekly ritual, President Barack Obama on Thursday defended his administration’s energy policy, in the face of relentlessly rising gasoline
prices, to an American public that believes he can do more to
ease the pain at the pump.
Obama cycled through now-familiar themes, promoting his
record of increased domestic oil and gas production; stricter
fuel-efficiency standards for cars and trucks; and investments
in alternative sources of energy, like biofuels, wind and solar
power. The administration’s energy policy has been the focus of
many speeches the president has given in recent weeks.
“There’s no silver bullet,” the president declared. “Anybody
who tells you otherwise isn’t really looking for a solution;
they’re trying to ride the political wave of the moment.”
—Mark Landler, The New York Times
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By J. David Goodman
The New York Times

It has galvanized young Americans, inspired a flood of donations
and stirred a backlash from critics. But for some in the nonprofit
world, the reaction to the unprecedented success of an advocacy
video about the murderous African warlord Joseph Kony can be
summed up in a word: envy.
“People are tantalized by the
potential it suggests,” said Suzanne Nossel, the executive director of Amnesty International USA.
Over the past week, the campaign
has been a hot topic among nonprofit leaders, she said.
“Over years, we’ve reached this
scale,” she said. “But not on a single issue or a single action or playing a single video.”
The video, produced by a California nonprofit group, Invisible
Children, rocketed across the Internet after it was posted on March
5, attracting a global audience of
tens of millions in days.
Its success also attracted a
backlash from humanitarian aid

officials, who said it overly simplified a complex issue, and from
people in Uganda and other countries affected by Kony’s brutal rebel
group, the Lord’s Resistance Army,
who resented the video’s presentation of young white Americans
banding together to save Africans.
But amid the criticism, many
have been taking notes.
Early on, the video spread most
rapidly among people under 25, a
fact that struck Marc DuBois, executive director of the British office of Medecins Sans Frontieres,
or Doctors Without Borders, as a
watershed.
He said that Invisible Children demonstrated the potential
of youthful idealism to raise not
just awareness of a cause, but also
money for it.
“We kind of aim at the upwardly mobile, the class that reads
literature, that travels internationally,” he said, speaking in an unofficial capacity about his nonprofit
colleagues.
“Kids aren’t going to make a
$10,000 donation like a major donor, but they’re going to do it in

small bits. And they will contribute. And their parents will.”
The campaign took in hundreds of thousands of dollars on
its first day alone.
“The lessons that nonprofit
organizations can take from this
are that savvy media and marketing matter,” said Dan Pallotta, the
president of Advertising for Humanity, a for-profit company that
works on charitable causes. He
said that resistance to “anything
that smacks of being commercial”
had kept established organizations from spending more to promote their message.
The coordination of the video,
called “Kony 2012,” with a social media campaign focused on
enlisting celebrities, including
Oprah Winfrey and the pop star
Justin Bieber, provided another
avenue to reach young people
and another lesson for more established groups, experts in social
media said. Invisible Children also
showed a rare willingness to engage with people on social media,
including when the talk turned
critical.

European officials see progress,
but urge Greece to do more
By Niki Kitsantonis
The New York Times

ATHENS — Greece has made
progress in raising much needed
revenue, impressively overshooting its tax collection targets, but
more needs to be done to ensure
that money gets to the country’s
languishing economy, the head of
the European Commission’s task
force on Greece said Thursday.
Greek authorities made strides
last year in cracking down on tax
evasion, collecting 946 million
euros ($1.2 billion) in back taxes,
more than double the 400 million euro target, the official, Horst
Reichenbach, said at a news conference in Athens.
Still, this was a fraction of the
potential in Greece, where tax evasion is endemic. “There is about
8 billion euros in collectible revenue,” Reichenbach said.
Reichenbach was presenting
the task force’s second quarterly
report on progress at carrying out

changes demanded by foreign
creditors, the European Union and
the International Monetary Fund
in exchange for two installments
of bailout aid. The second installment, of 130 billion euros, was approved by Greece’s European partners in time to keep the country
from defaulting this month.
The IMF approved on Thursday the release of 28 billion euros
in loans for Greece over the next
four years. It said 1.65 billion euros
would be available immediately.
In a written statement issued
after the announcement of the
decision, Christine Lagarde, the
fund’s managing director, praised
Athens for “its tremendous efforts
to implement wide-ranging painful
measures over the past two years,”
but said more needed to be done.
“Greece’s priority is to undertake
competitiveness-enhancing structural reforms,” she said, adding
however that “significant further
fiscal adjustment is necessary to
put debt on a sustainable down-

ward trajectory.”
In a conference call from Washington, an IMF official said Greece’s
debt-to-GDP ratio was projected to
drop to 116.5 percent by 2020 from
165 percent at the end of 2011.
The chief of the IMF’s mission
to Greece, Poul M. Thomsen, emphasized the importance of Greece
carrying out labor market reforms
— moving away from collective labor contracts — to become more
competitive. “Greece still faces a
major competitiveness gap; if it
doesn’t close this gap, it will continue to see a reduction in wages,”
he said. Thomsen said he hoped
for an increase in tax collection but
did not see any scope for further
tax increases.
The European Commission’s
task force report highlighted two
chief concerns: growth and employment. Greece’s unemployment rate of more than 20 percent
is one of the highest in Europe,
with one in two young Greeks out
of a job.

Taliban release two Swiss hostages
in Pakistan after 18 months
By Declan Walsh
The New York Times

ISLAMABAD — An eightmonth ordeal for two Swiss citizens held hostage in northwestern
Pakistan ended early Thursday
when their Taliban captors set
them free, Pakistani security officials said.
The hostages, Daniela Widmer,
29, and Olivier Och, 32, turned
up at a military checkpoint in the
tribal belt of North Waziristan on
Thursday and were flown by helicopter to Peshawar, said Maj. Gen.
Athar Abbas, the army spokesman.
“They are in the custody of the
security agencies,” Abbas said. He
added that the two Swiss hostages
claimed to have escaped from the
Taliban.
It was unclear how the Swiss
couple, who were abducted as
they drove through western Baluchistan province in July, obtained
their freedom. Signs aroused sus-

picion that the Pakistani or Swiss
authorities had already agreed to
the kidnappers’ demands.
In a video released last week
another Taliban hostage, Ajmal
Khan, the head of a university in
Peshawar, said the government
had agreed to pay “millions of rupees” and free 100 prisoners in exchange for the Swiss hostages.
“This could be the result of
some deal,” said a security official
in Peshawar, speaking on condition of anonymity due to the sensitivity of the issue. “You can’t just
walk away from the militants’ den
like this.”
Kidnapping has become a major source of revenue and propaganda for the Pakistani Taliban
and associated militant factions
based in North and South Waziristan, the tribal agencies at the
heart of militant operations, and
which have borne the brunt of U.S.
drone strikes in recent years.
Widmer and Och were taken

from their vehicle in the western
province of Baluchistan on July 2,
five days after crossing into Pakistan by road from India. They were
driving toward the Iranian border,
following an overland route to
Europe.
Months later, the Taliban released a video of the couple, saying they were being held in a
stronghold in Waziristan.
The Taliban demanded $3.3
million in ransom, the release of
100 imprisoned Taliban fighters,
and the return of Aafia Siddiqui,
a Pakistani woman currently serving 86 years in prison in the United States for attempting to shoot
a U.S. soldier in Afghanistan in
2008.
During the Swiss couple’s captivity, Wali ur Rehman, a senior
Taliban commander with a $5 million U.S. bounty on his head, said
the pair were being held separately because they could not prove
they were married.

In China, a rare view of
infighting by leaders
BEIJING — A deep vein of intrigue has always pulsed through
the messy process of sorting out power in China’s Communist
Party.
The former president, Jiang Zemin, supposedly strengthened
his position in 1995 by engineering a 16-year prison term on corruption charges for the Politburo member and Beijing Mayor Chen
Xitong. Nearly four years ago, a prominent opponent of President
Hu Jintao, Mayor Chen Liangyu of Shanghai, was sentenced to 18
years in prison on graft charges.
The leadership transition that will commence this autumn was
supposed to put an end to that kind of political bloodshed. But
the ouster Thursday of Bo Xilai, the Communist Party secretary of
Chongqing municipality who was openly campaigning for a spot
in that elite leadership, threatens to puncture the veneer of comity
at a crucial time, raising concerns of unsettling conflict within the
Communist Party.
The surface explanation for his dismissal from the Chongqing party leadership is simple: Bo’s longtime deputy, Wang Lijun,
Chongqing’s vice mayor and former police chief, scandalized the
nation by taking refuge in a U.S. consulate last month, apparently
fearing imprisonment or worse. Bo paid the price for failing to stop
him.
But outside experts say — and anecdotal evidence suggests
— that old intrigues thought to have been suppressed are at work
again. Indeed, some analysts say Bo’s dismissal could foreshadow
the kind of infighting over the future not seen since the Tiananmen
Square protests set China on a rigidly authoritarian course nearly
23 years ago.
—Michael Wines, The New York Times

75 charged in deaths at
soccer riot in Egypt
CAIRO — Egypt’s general prosecutor charged 75 people on
Thursday in connection with a deadly soccer melee in Port Said last
month, including the city’s top police official.
At least 74 people were killed during the riot that unfolded as
fans of the local El Masry soccer club attacked supporters of the
rival Al Ahly club. The statement said officers allowed armed fans
and known “ex-convicts” into the stadium, although it was already
well over capacity. Some victims were thrown from the bleachers,
and others suffocated during a stampede for the exits. The officers
“already knew that those perpetrators had the intention and the
prior determination to attack,” it said. “They were certain of it.”
Nine police officers were among those indicted on ThursdayThe
stadium’s electrical engineer was also indicted on charges he cut
the electricity, turning off the lights to “enable the defendants to
commit their crime.”
—Kareem Fahim and Mayy El Sheikh, The New York Times

Suspect in Afghan attack
‘snapped,’ US official says
WASHINGTON — The U.S. staff sergeant suspected of killing 16
Afghan villagers had been drinking alcohol — a violation of military rules in combat zones — and suffering from the stress related
to his fourth combat tour and tensions with his wife about the deployments on the night of the massacre, a senior U.S. official said
Thursday.
“When it all comes out, it will be a combination of stress, alcohol and domestic issues — he just snapped,” said the official, who
has been briefed on the investigation and who spoke on condition
of anonymity because the soldier has not yet been charged.
The sergeant has refused to speak to investigators, invoking his
right to a lawyer immediately after he surrendered to authorities
after returning to his base after the shootings.
—Eric Schmitt and William Yardley, The New York Times

Convictions handed down in
connection with Moscow protests
MOSCOW — Two leaders of Moscow’s street protest movement
and the husband of another were convicted in three separate judicial hearings Thursday, raising fears that something resembling a
campaign of reprisals had begun.
Alexei Navalny, an anti-corruption activist who is among the
most prominent members of the opposition movement, was fined
1,000 rubles, about $34, for remaining at the location of a rally for
longer than a city-issued permit had allowed. Sergei Udaltsov, the
leader of a marginal political movement called Left Front, was sentenced to 10 days in jail for organizing an unsanctioned march after
a protest Saturday.
Outside the courtroom, Navalny said Moscow courts were rubber-stamping official decisions to persecute protest organizers.
“They are all cases related to mass protests,” he said.
—Glenn Kates, The New York Times

Government and opposition face
off in Budapest rallies
BUDAPEST — The government and the opposition held rival
rallies in downtown Budapest on Thursday, using the anniversary
of the 1848 uprising against Hapsburg rule to stake out their positions in the politically fractured Hungary of today.
The official government commemoration and a rally organized
by Milla, a civic group, both attracted tens of thousands of people
on a sunny national holiday. The competing rallies were a broad
measure of feelings for and against Prime Minister Viktor Orban.
Hungary has been under increased pressure from the European
Union because of some of Orban’s policies, with critics saying he
has eroded the country’s hard-won democracy during his nearly
two years in power and the European Commission threatening legal action over some laws he and his allies have approved. He has
also come under fire for his management of the economy.
—Palko Karasz, The New York Times
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Backlash aside, charities see
lessons in a web video
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An open letter to Cambridge about the Google expansion
Councillors,
Really? You are seriously considering delaying/not approving the Google
expansion at Cambridge Center because
a small portion of a rooftop park would
be eliminated in an area that already has
more than enough open space?
The damage, though, has already been
done. Once again, the reputation of Cambridge as a place where anti-development

zealots and NIMBYs have an inordinate
amount of influence is reinforced. The
green space extremists would rather say
no to this and other companies that have
profound worldwide impacts on the way
most of us live rather than give up a few
square feet of grass. Their tunnel vision is
astonishing. It is faux environmentalism
at it’s most absurd.
In an unstable world economy

that could easily slide back into recession or worse, top-tier companies that
want to be here and expand should be
given VIP treatment. This doesn’t mean
carte blanche, but roadblocks like this
thrown at institutions such as Google are
ludicrous.
I trust the councillors to do the right
thing and lead, not follow.
Gary Ragaglia is a Cambridge resident.
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Corrections

An In Short published on March 13 incorrectly referred to Robert J. Silbey as the
former Dean of the School of Engineering. He was the former Dean of Science.
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Symphony Hall resonates with the sounds of
Final Fantasy
Arnie Roth conducts the Video Game Orchestra with arrangements of favorite pieces
from the history of the epic franchise
By Philipp M. Diesinger
Staff Writer

The individual pieces
were carefully chosen
and arranged into a
coherent structure,
and the combination
of the HD screen
with the soundtrack
greatly enhanced the
experience.
tasy IX. The 12-minute opera “Draco and
Maria” — a highlight of the concert — was
performed in full length, with Symphony
Hall’s gigantic organ accompanying three
opera performers singing the entire original
passages of Draco, Ralse, and Maria. Altogether, more than 100 performers filled the
stage, including a 40-head choir, several soloists, and of course the conductor himself.
However, there was also something

going on above the stage. An HD screen
showed concept art and key scenes from
the original video games while the orchestra performed the corresponding scores.
Throughout the performance, Roth announced the individual pieces, put them
into context, and explained the background
of their development and stories.
The concert also featured special guest
Masashi Hamauzu, the composer of the Final Fantasy XIII score. When he was spotted in the audience, the crowd became
electrified; the cheering did not stop for
minutes. Hamauzu even joined the choir at
the end of the concert for the performance
of the last piece.
The concert was an absolute blast. The
individual pieces were carefully chosen
and arranged into a coherent structure,
and the combination of the HD screen with
the soundtrack greatly enhanced the experience. Despite all this, however, one could
clearly see in the eyes of the fans that the
greatest gift the performers gave to their
audience that night was not the presentation of the music but instead how seriously
they took the music, the story, and the
characters of their audience’s beloved fantasy saga. On the audience’s part, the reaction was overwhelmingly positive. Whenever a well-known piece was announced
the audience cheered like they were at a
pop concert. The orchestra presented, for
instance, an entire medley of chocobo bird
themes from different Final Fantasy games.

Distant Worlds: Music
from Final Fantasy
Symphony Hall
Conducted by Arnold Roth
The chocobo is the travel companion in
the world of Final Fantasy, which replaces
horses in all the games.
It was not surprising that the concert was
followed by an extended standing ovation
and frantic applause so enthusiastic that
the orchestra ended up playing an encore.
Arnie Roth and his orchestra wonderfully translated a video game score into a
fantastic evening of classical music. If you
have the chance to see one of their concerts, don’t hesitate to line up for tickets.
They will be back with a new concert series
this winter to celebrate Final Fantasy’s 25th
anniversary.

When he was spotted
in the audience,
the crowd became
electrified; the
cheering did not stop
for minutes.

interview

The sounds behind Final Fantasy
The Tech speaks to Arnie Roth about classical music, film scoring, and yes — video games
By Philipp M. Diesinger
Staff Writer

The Tech had the chance to speak with Grammy
award-winning conductor, composer, and music director Arnold Roth about his performance of Final Fantasy
soundtracks at Boston’s Symphony Hall last Saturday as
part of his Distant Worlds concert series. He reveals his
connection to video game and film music, talks about
the relationship to his close friend Nobuo Uematsu, the
original composer of the Final Fantasy soundtracks, and
explains what makes video game fans a great audience
for classical music in our exclusive interview!
The Tech: What is it that you like so much about video
game or film music in contrast to more standard classical pieces?
Arnie Roth: I think it is an attraction that is more general to music used in multimedia productions. I have a
lot of background doing movies and film work, television
work, as well as work with video games, and they share
some characteristics: A good amount of video game
scoring is really just underscoring the action that is on
the screen. Then there is the other school of film scoring which is more along the lines of using light motives
or melodies that are identified with various characters or
various environments or worlds or battles and developing those in a very programmatic way. Some of my colleagues like to refer to that as the “Peter and the Wolf”
technique, the idea that each character has its own
theme, and therein lies some of the major differences
between the various scores of composers both for film
scores as well as for video game scores.
TT: Is that the approach which Nobuo Uematsu, the
composer of the Final Fantasy scores, took?
AR: 25 years ago, Nobuo Uematsu made the conscious
decision that the Final Fantasy characters from the very
beginning were going to have their own themes and he
was going to carry through those. He was a keyboard player, mostly self-taught — not classically trained. It was that
decision which was just as important as anything else in
the history of Final Fantasy in terms of its music. I’d like
to give an example of the two different styles of composing: If you go in and watch a Star Wars movie composed
by John Williams and you go and watch one of the Lord
of the Rings movies composed by Howard Shore, you will
recognize quite a difference between the two score. They
both capture the action beautifully. Every light saber hit,
every sword in Lord of the Rings is beautifully scored and
compellingly written. However, I challenge you to come
out of Lord of the Rings singing more than perhaps one
melody, whereas in Star Wars, E.T., or Indiana Jones, or
Harry Potter, which are all Williams scores, you are absolutely married to these melodies because the melodies

went through the entire struggle. You can tell the entire
story of the movie by the development of these melodies.
The fact that Nobuo Uematsu chose that route way back
then is why the music of Final Fantasy stands quite apart
from most of the other video game franchises.
TT: You have conducted many different video game
scores, from very advanced music which has been written for orchestras already, like the latest Elder Scrolls
themes, to much more simple 16 or 8 bit music like the
original scores of The Legend of Zelda or Secret of Mana.
Can you tell us from a more technical perspective how
far the adjustments go that you have to make?
AR: Final Fantasy and Nobuo Uematsu were some
of the first video game franchises to use recorded audio
tracks of orchestra and bands and vocal as soon as the
format went up to 16 bit. They have had a history of putting audio and music at the forefront of the game.

‘If you can touch the audience
this way, then you have
transcended the actual video
game itself.’
We have tried very hard at Distant Worlds and within
our tour and with all my dealings with Square Enix in Japan that these Final Fantasy concerts that we put on try
to present scores that are very close to the way they existed in the original version of the game. We are trying to
showcase the original score and use all the orchestration
and subtle and light-handed arranging techniques that
we can do to present faithfully the score in the form that
it was heard in the original. Now when you go and listen
to orchestral scores of Super Mario or Zelda, these are
much more fantasies than what we are presenting with
Distant Worlds. You won’t find a tremendous amount of
medleys, for instance, where you see the scores strung
together. We are trying to do more full song versions
as much as possible. Sometimes they are four minutes
long, sometimes the full song can be 12 minutes — we
do the entire opera [Draco and Maria, FF VI] and that’s
12 minutes.
TT: Many people seem to have a very strong connection to video game music. Where do you think that
comes from?
AR: I would actually turn that question around and
ask why is it that every piece of music from every video
game isn’t much more popular because after all, the
player is a captive audience. They are sitting there in
front of the game and they are listening to the same piece
of music in many cases hundreds of hours, thousands of

hours. These should all be drilled into them in a way they
can’t stop singing these things, but in fact not every score
of video game music is appreciated and loved as the Final Fantasy scores. The fact that you become more associated with a character and that character has an actual
life and loves and emotional attachments and is stressed
through battle and journey and transformations. You see
the development in the character and I think that combination of the RPG aspect as well as Nobuo Uematsu’s
style of writing music for Final Fantasy. Let me give you
an example. When we play Aerith’s theme for Final Fantasy VII, this was an astounding thing where the character actually dies. We still have audience members crying
at our concerts when we perform this live. The emotional
attachment is so strong to this. If you can touch the audience this way, then you have transcended the actual
video game itself.
I also want to point out that the reason that I think
these people want to come to concerts is that when
you are playing the video game you are listening to the
same piece of music played in the same tempo with the
same audio compression over and over again. Nothing
changes. When you come to the stage of Symphony Hall
or any of our concerts, we have well over 100 musicians
and performers on the stage between the orchestra of 72,
plus the choir of 40 voices, plus soloists and the conductor. You are creating a huge audio landscape of sound
and all the sudden the scores live and breathe: By that,
I mean they might move one or two beats per minute
faster than what you heard in the game because we all
get a bit excited and maybe it comes to a more crushing climax because there is no audio compression on the
stage. It’s an infinite palette of colors and dynamics and I
think the fans really understand that.
Of course you have to start with a score that is that
beautifully written and I can tell you that in every orchestra that performs these scores — including the Royal
Philharmonic in London, The Royal Stockholm Philharmonic in Sweden, The Tokyo Philharmonic in Japan, the
San Francisco Symphony, the National Symphony in
Washington — none of them looked down their nose at
any of these scores. They all come up to me afterwards;
they can’t believe the quality of the scores and they can’t
believe the audience’s reactions at these concerts. It’s a
really unique audience and listening experience because
everyone in that venue is there to hear these scores. It’s
100 percent. It’s not as if you go to a classical concert,
where maybe somebody is there for Beethoven and another person is there for Debussy another person is there
for Stravinsky. They all know these themes really well so
it’s really a beautiful experience for us the performers.
Be sure to head over to the blogs at http://techblogs.
mit.edu for the rest of the interview!

Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts arts Arts aRTS

The Boston Symphony Hall hosted a
very special event last Saturday. It featured
not Dvorak, nor Bach, nor Mendelssohn,
but instead video game pieces from almost 25 years of Final Fantasy scores. Even
though this event did not attract Symphony Hall’s regular audience, the place was
sold out. Symphony Hall was overflowing
with Final Fantasy fans, many of them
dressed as original characters from the
game. A number of fans brought their copies of Final Fantasy soundtracks or games
so they could get an autograph after the
show.
It was the first time that the iconic music from Final Fantasy came to Boston. It
was performed by visionary music director
Arnie Roth and the Video Game Orchestra
as part of the Distant Worlds — Music from
Final Fantasy concert series. Arnie Roth is
well known in the Final Fantasy and video
game community for directing the best
orchestras around the world, performing
video game scores. His focus, however, is
on the Final Fantasy series. Roth is the musical director and principal conductor of
the Chicagoland Pops Orchestra of Rosemont and a classically trained violinist and
composer. He has performed with many
well-known artists from around the world
including Diana Ross, Andrea Bocelli and
The Three Tenors.

The concert featured some of the greatest music from decades of Final Fantasy
games, including the famous opera “Draco
and Maria” as well as “Dancing Mad” from
Final Fantasy VI. Many pieces featured
special guests like solo guitarist Shota Nakama, who performed a stunning version
of “Vamo’ alla Flamenco” from Final Fan-

Arts Arts Arts Arts

concert review
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Help Desk by Michael Benitez
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UPPERCUT by Steve Sullivan

Do Tell by Norma Steinberg
Solution, page 12

ACROSS
1 Metaphorical wax shape
5 Finesse
9 House watcher’s channel
14 Math calculation
15 Nobel Institute site
16 Third largest land mammal
17 Puts down
18 Bird on Canadian coins
19 Utah city
20 Bootee material
23 Southwestern capital
24 Ardent proponent
28 Dander
29 At the stern
31 Entertainer Minnelli
32 Rascal
35 Unkempt places
37 “. . . __ gloom of night . . .”
38 Plan for
41 Bank loan stat
42 Sully
43 Church recesses
44 Important nutrient

46 Rock-band discovery
47 Tax advisor
48 Prime time hour
50 Kind of coaster
54 “Yeah, right!”
57 Vivien Leigh Oscar role
60 Astronaut Armstrong
61 Ideologies
62 Rounded topper
63 Ticklish Muppet
64 “Scat!”
65 Tube trophies
66 NBA watcher’s channel
67 Seagull cousin
DOWN
1 Sunbathes
2 Scene of the action
3 Admit
4 Previously
5 Fiddler on the Roof tune
6 In unison
7 Plumber’s challenge

8 Stylish
9 Something to do
10 Cue
11 Not COD
12 Mimic
13 Prefix for skid
21 Fossil preserver
22 Ancient Mexican
25 Peanuts kid
26 Atmospheric layer
27 Bakery products
29 Make amends
30 Decree
32 Reputation spoiler
33 Italian isle
34 City near Canton
35 Hubbub
36 Scenic views, for short
39 Supermodel Campbell
40 Illusionary designer
45 Proximate
47 Sri Lanka, formerly
49 Theater offerings
50 Advertising vehicle

51 Israeli general Dayan
52 Mail to a knight
53 ‘80s heavyweight champ
55 Jumpsuit part

56 Aquatic shockers
57 Poetic form
58 Haw’s partner
59 Jumpsuit part
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New leader for budding MITx
Agarwal pleasantly surprised by initial reception
MITx, from Page 1

Artificial Intelligence course — gave
MITx glowing reviews.

team, in fact, is looking for office
space in Kendall Square, either in an
MIT building or not.
Agarwal says he’s been surprised
by what he sees as a community that
has developed around 6.002x. 6.002x
students — from all over the world
— have taken advantage of tools like
a discussion forum and wiki to help
each other learn the material, much
more than expected. The need for
6.002x course staff to handle questions is mitigated by more advanced
students helping others.
“I was petrified about what
was going to happen when people
jumped on the discussion forum,”
said Agarwal. “Whether we could
scale, or whether we could handle
all the questions.”
User response to 6.002x has been
positive, said Agarwal. Reviewers on
AIQUS.com — originally established
to host questions and answers about
Stanford’s online Introduction to

‘This is miles ahead
of both Coursera
and Udacity. Nicely
done MIT.’

—andradf

AIQUS reviewer

“I just peeked at [6.002x] and I assure you guys, this course is the best
among all in terms of course content
and layout,” wrote one reviewer.
“This is miles ahead of both
Coursera and Udacity. Nicely done
MIT,” wrote another, referencing two other online educational
platforms.
Still, users have also asked for
improvements. Homework deadlines were changed from Friday
to Sunday to better accommodate
work schedules, and some users
have asked for better navigation of

the online textbook, for instance.
And though many faculty have
greeted MITx warmly, some have
raised concerns over its implementation. Agarwal acknowledges that
there is a debate to be had over
what form an online educational
experience should take.
“Clearly there are concerns, and
some very valid concerns,” he said.
“We’re breaking new ground and
we’re trying to figure out what works
best.”
MITx has garnered “a lot of interest” from other universities since
December’s announcement, though
Agarwal declined to say precisely
who was interested in the platform.
MIT has billed MITx as an open system that other institutions can leverage to offer their own courses.
Agarwal will continue to serve
as CSAIL head until his successor is
picked by a search committee — the
same committee that picked Agarwal, according to his email to CSAIL
yesterday.

Egg Donor Needed
We are a loving, professional couple (MD, JD – Ivy League grads)
seeking a special woman to help us build our family.
If you are intelligent, attractive, healthy,
and under the age of 28 with a tall/lean/athletic body type,
please contact our representative at: info@aperfectmatch.com
Or call 1-800-264-8828

State drops charges against
Swartz; federal charges remain
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has dropped all six
charges against Aaron H. Swartz,
the computer activist who allegedly downloaded millions of
academic journal archives from
JSTOR via a laptop housed in network closet in MIT’s Building 16
running “keepgrabbing.py.”
“In the interest of justice, we
agreed to let the federal case have
precedence,” said Cara O’Brien, a
spokeswoman for the Middlesex
District Attorney’s office. Many
of the witnesses would have
been the same in the two cases,
she said, and since the state case
would have gone to trial first, witnesses testimony might compromise the federal case.
The dropping of the charges
appeared in the court’s electronic docket yesterday, though it was
dated Thursday, March 8, 2012.
The charges dropped by Massachusetts were two counts of
breaking and entering, one count
of larceny over $250, and three
counts of unauthorized access to
a computer system.
The remaining four federal
charges are: wire fraud, computer fraud, unlawfullly obtaining information from a protected

computer, and recklessly damaging a protected computer.
Swartz’s alleged downloading
took place between September
2010 and January 2011. He was indicted by a federal grand jury in
July 2011.
Swartz, who has been out on
bail since two days after his July
arrest, has subsequently left the
Boston area and now resides in
Brooklyn, New York, where he
works for Avaaz Foundation, a
nonprofit “global web movement
to bring people-powered politics
to decision-making everywhere.”
His federal case is currently
in discovery, and the defense has
begun to review the “substantial”
quantity of material from the
government, according to a joint
status report filed on March 8.
A trial is likely and would last
“around three weeks,” the status
report says. The case’s next status conference is set for May 14,
2012.
Swartz’s attorney, Martin G.
Weinberg, was pleased by the
decision and called it an “exercise of proper discretion by a
wise and experienced prosecutor’s office.”
—John A. Hawkinson

$25,000, plus expenses

THE COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS AT MIT

SCHNITZER PRIZE

HAROLD AND ARLENE SCHNITZER

PRIZE IN THE VISUAL ARTS

All currently registered MIT
students are eligible to apply for
this annual juried art competition.

DEADLINE

APRIL 2

2012

arts.mit.edu/awards-prizes/schnitzer/
For more info, contact cohen@media.mit.edu
Photo: “Eight Steps”, project by 2011 Third Prize Winner, Hannah Perner-Wilson
MIT Media Lab Grad Student
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Presidential search team holds student forums

Joint GSC/UA task force charged with assessing student opinion on the next MIT president
By Ethan A. Solomon
executive editor

The Graduate Student Council/
Undergraduate Association student advisory group to the Presidential Search Committee have
initiated a series of public forums
with the intent of getting student
input on the search for MIT’s next
president. The first of these forums
was held on Tuesday evening in
Ashdown House’s Hulsizer Room.
The forum drew 19 people,
mostly graduate students, and
about a third were members of
the student advisory group itself.
After a brief presentation on the
mechanics of the search process
and a high-level overview of the
president’s role, committee members broke the audience into two
groups for open-ended roundtable
discussions. Members of the student advisory group’s “executive
team” — including Bryan Owens
Bryson G, Ellan F. Spero G (also
the GSC vice president), Alex J.
Evans G (the GSC president), and
Amanda C. David ’13 (the UA vice
president) — led the discussions.

The advisory group
will conduct their
own investigations
of particular
candidates.
According to the committee’s
presentation, the first phase of
their work is “information collecting” — using forums, online feedback, and focus groups to “gather
student opinions on qualities and
characteristics that they would
like an MIT president to possess.”
The student advisory group will
frequently communicate with the
Presidential Search Committee —
the faculty and MIT trustees who
winnow the field of candidates to
one or two people — but will otherwise function autonomously.
The student advisory group will
not be constrained by the candidates that the Search Committee considers, according to the
presentation.
Later, the advisory group will
conduct their own investigations of
particular candidates, and present
suitable names to the Presidential

Search Committee. To ensure the
advisory group and Search Committee work in concert, the Search
Committee will also communicate
names under consideration to the
student group, according to Evans.
To provide context for the audience, advisory group members
described the president’s job as
protecting and supporting “four
endowments of the Institute”: financial, intellectual, physical,
and alumni. The president must
“represent MIT internally and externally to variety of constituencies,” they said, summing up the
job succinctly: “The president has
to deal with 17- and 77-year-olds
who are both brilliant.”
Bryson, who as a freshman
served on the 2004-equivalent

group which selected Hockfield,
cited the 2004 committee’s public report as an example of the
committee’s potential output. He
encouraged students to read that
report. (Bryson used the name
Bryan D. Owens at that time).
At the roundtable discussions,
attendees were asked to chime in
on what they thought were MIT’s
values, and on what they thought
should characterize an MIT
president.
Some students pointed to an attitude of academic independence
and decentralized administration
as a core MIT value. Others added
that a collaborative intellectual
spirit defined the Institute. Some
pointed to growing ties to MIT
and industry, embodied by exten-

sive commercial development in
surrounding areas. Several were
present as representatives of their
departmental groups, intended
to determine how best for those
departments to participate in the
search process.

‘The president has
to deal with 17- and
77-year-olds who
are both brilliant.’

—Student advisory
committee

Graduate students also expressed concern over rising costs
and increasingly constrained re-

search budgets, noting that federal
research dollars will not continue
to flow as freely.
Concerns over student mental
health and the impact of MITx on
campus learning also made it into
the discussion.
Additional topics included the
importance of teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels,
of diversity, and of international
engagement.
The student advisory group
held another public forum in
Walker Memorial yesterday evening. The next one will be Monday,
March 19 at noon, in room 5-134.
For the full schedule, see http://
gsc.mit.edu/mit-president-search/.
John A. Hawkinson contributed
reporting to this article.
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THE COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS AT MIT

GRANTS PROGRAM

NEXT DEADLINE

MARCH 30, 2012
All current MIT students, staff and
faculty are invited to apply for grants to
support art related projects.
Submissions are reviewed three times
each academic year.

For more information, contact
Susan Cohen at cohen@media.mit.edu
Yuliya D Bentcheva, Class of 2008 | MIT Department of Architecture

arts.mit.edu/about/camit/camit-grants/
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2012 MIT Open

Ballroom Dance Competition

March 17-18
Rockwell Cage

For more information visit

Featuring a performance by

Iveta Lukosiute &
Gherman Mustuc
Saturday, 8:15 pm
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Sponsored by LEF and a Director's Grant
from the Council for the Arts at MIT
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Blackout for Boston FSILGs

17 Boston FSILGs lost power as a result of the fire
Fire, from Page 1
we’re going to throw out.”
The brothers of Delta Tau Delta
(DTD) chose to stay in their house
for the evening.
“It was pretty fun, we just hung
out,” said Patrick K. Marx ’13, president of DTD, “We had candles and
stuff, and played board games.” Students returned to MIT to do homework, he said, but otherwise were
“pretty self-sufficient.”
Phi Kappa Theta (PKT) was out of
power for two days, from when the
blackout first began on Tuesday evening until 9 p.m. on Thursday.
“Not much changed,” in the daily
life of the fraternity, said Owen C.
Derby ’12, PKT president, “Most people used friends on campus to shower, and did work on campus. Most
would come back late at night to
sleep.” The house was warm enough,
he explained, that “we didn’t have to
worry about temperature.”
Derby says it was split “half and
half” between brothers who stayed
at the house and those who stayed
with friends on campus. Their biggest concern was to make sure the
plumbing worked, and to throw
out the rotting food from the refrigerator. “The fridge was just about
to restocked today anyway,” Derby
said. Brothers had to “fend for themselves” foodwise during the outage,
some went out or to dorm dining,
said Derby. There was “no food at the
house.”
Similarly, Delta Upsilon had
brothers go to MIT “to charge laptops and take showers,” but mostly
felt like they “didn’t need too much
help from MIT,” said Chad A. Bean
’14, the risk manager of the house. On
the bright side, he said, “our freezer
was well insulated, and we instructed people not to open it for the time
being, so none of the coldness escaped and the food was fine.”
Had the power outage been more
severe and long term, Collins said,
MIT has systems in place to work
with FSILGs. “MIT has an Emergency Operation Center on campus,”
said Collins, “If there is an emergency, they reach out. [For this incident]
we did not activate emergency operations.” The issue was resolved “between the FSILGs and the residential
staff,” he said.
Using the emergency system
would entail more close work between the housing office and FSILGs.

“We would come together and try to
come up with some options for the
students if they did need housing,”
Collins said,”We have a list of empty
rooms, bedding, and cots available to
set up somewhere in a large function
space if they needed someplace to
sleep overnight.”

The outage affected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Chi Phi
Delta Upsilon
Delta Tau Delta
Fenway House
Nu Delta
Pi Lambda Phi
Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Kappa Theta
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Chi
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tau Epsilon Phi
Theta Chi

A similar incident to this one was
the water outage in Boston in May of
2010, when a water-main break contaminated the water in Boston. At
that time, “we did work together with
[the emergency center],” said Collins, “and made operations for water
to be delivered [to fraternities].”
As the power is restored to the
previously affected areas, the housing office remains confident that the
situation is under control. “We are
closely monitoring the situation and
have maintained ongoing contact
with impacted groups,” said Love in
an email to The Tech.

Effect on Boston
The outage has affected all business and residences in the area.
Food inspectors have been examining restaurants, ensuring that they
throw out spoiled food. Shops were
unable to function, and the Hynes
Convention Center canceled its
events for the duration of the outage. Police patrolled Massachusetts
Avenue and other busy streets due
to the absence of street lights. The
Massachusetts Turnpike had Exit 22
closed, prohibiting cars from exiting into Copley Square and the Prudential Center, where electric repair
work was being done.
The problematic transformer
was in the Scotia Street substation,

near the parking garage of the Back
Bay Hilton. The station has two
transformers, one of which was unharmed. NStar workers hope to have
“normal operation” starting by next
week, said Tom May, the chief executive officer of NStar, in an interview
with The Boston Globe.
The cause of the outage was a
connector failure between the high
voltage transmission system and the
substation.
In an interview with the Globe,
May said the blowout was a “very
unusual event” and a “catastrophic
failure” worse than anything he had
seen in his 35 years in the field. Over
1000 workers have been on the job
restoring power, he said. They have
used nearly five miles of cables to install a bypass system.
At a news conference, Boston
mayor Thomas M. Menino demanded that NStar absorb the costs incurred by the power outage.
“I want the shareholders to pay
for the cost of this accident,” Menino
said. “I want the shareholders to
pay for the $85,000 in police overtime and for restaurants that have
lost their products — and workers
should be reimbursed for not being
there. The shareholders should pay,
not the ratepayers.” He suggested the
company open an office in the back
bay so people could have an easy access point to file claims. Menino has
promised to investigate the origins
of the fire, and is planning on creating a panel of independent experts
to look into the matter.
Another fire sprung up on Huntington Avenue yesterday afternoon out of a manhole while smoke
poured out from two nearby manholes. Firefighters responded to the
scene at 3:38 p.m. and reported no
injuries. The accident was caused
by a “high demand” for electricity,
said NStar spokesman Michael Durand to The Boston Herald, which
resulted from switching on nearby
power. The sudden influx of electricity caused permanent cables to fail,
cutting off power to over 1,500 people who had just had their electricity
revived.
The fire in Back Bay came two
days after a two-alarm forest fire in
Fenway. The fire, which burned for
30 minutes, spread ash throughout
Boston. The lack of snow this winter
and the recent warm weather made
the brush particularly dry — creating conditions ripe for fire.

USNWR, from Page 1
MIT’s graduate math program earned a first place rank.
Other distinctions in science
include tied first-place ranks
in physics (tied with Stanford,
California Institute of Technology, Harvard University),
Chemistry (tied with Caltech,
U.C. Berkeley), Earth Sciences (tied with CalTech) and
Computer Science (tied with
Stanford, Carnegie Mellon
University and U.C. Berkeley)
graduate programs, and second in Biological Science (tied
with Harvard, U.C. Berkeley).
MIT even proved its worth in a
field outside science and technology, with the economics
department earning a number
one spot and political science
at number nine.
The MIT Sloan School of
Management was tied for
fourth best business school
with Northwestern University and University of Chicago.
Among Sloan’s offerings, its
programs in information systems, production/operation,
and supply/chain logistics
came in first. Its MBA degrees
in finance and entrepreneur-

ship also earned ranks of fourth
and fifth, respectively.
MIT’s undergraduate engineering program paralleled its
graduate one with a number
one ranking. Overall, MIT was
ranked fifth best undergraduate school.
It is important to note that
a decrease in ranking in a particular field does not mean the
program is any lower quality
than it was the year before. Last
year, MIT was ranked first in
mechanical and aeronautical/
astronautical engineering, despite the second place ranking
this year. Instead, the rankings
change each year because of
constantly shifting criteria.
For professional school programs in business, education,
engineering, law, and medicine, U.S. News ranks schools
based on expert opinions and
statistical indicators such as
acceptance rates, average GRE
scores, starting salaries, and
employment rates upon graduation. Programs in the sciences,
social sciences and humanities,
and health are based solely on
ratings and surveys completed
by academic experts.

—Adisa Kruayatidee

Free Film Fridays
at the

• March 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th —
all day long!
• Schedule includes Dolphins, Tornado Alley,
Alaska: Spirit of the Wild and more!
• New England’s only IMAX® Dome screen in the
Mugar Omni Theater
Tickets are available at the box office on the day of
the show only. First come, first served. More details
at mos.org or 617-723-2500.

Sponsored by

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Arthur Petron—The Tech

(Top) Sections of Boston were engulfed in smoke on Tuesday evening after an electrical fire in
the Back Bay. A transformer burst into flames at 40 Dalton Street, across from a parking garage at the
Back Bay Hilton. About 21,000 people were left without electricity.

Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

The Tech is finacially independent from MIT.
Join the group that pays its own bills.
join-biz@tech.mit.edu

Manohar Srikanth—The Tech

(Bottom) An unrelated brush fire also erupted on Sunday afternoon. This fire was along the sides
of the Muddy River near Fenway and was promptly put out by firefighters. Smoke covered the skyline
and ash fell on parts of Boston.
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Wentworth falls to MIT Women’s Softball falls
baseball on Wednesday in season opener, 5-1
Engineers easily beat the Leopards, 13-4
By Mindy Brauer
Daper staff

Behind the strength of a six-run
second inning and a four-run burst in
the eighth, the MIT Baseball team defeated Wentworth Institute
of Technology, 13-4, on
Wednesday afternoon. With
the win, the Engineers improved to 4-2 on the year
while the Leopards’ ledger
lowered to 7-6.
Junior James R. McKinney went 1-for2 on the day with a two-run homerun,
and added four runs and three walks for
MIT. Bryan A. Macomber ’12 generated a
2-for-4 performance, tacking on two RBI
and a walk as Jonathan E. Rea ’14 had a
1-for-2 outing to go along with three runs
and two RBI.
On the mound, senior Torre M. Swanson started for the Engineers, striking out
four batters in two innings. Brandon M.
Lowe ’14 had a flawless 1-2-3 outing en
route to the win while fellow classmate
Timothy M. Wilson ’14 continued the
shutout in the fourth inning.
Freshman Jake Mailman went 2-for-4
including a double, two RBI, and one run
for Wentworth. Scott Ouellette ’15 posted
a triple in his three at bats which resulted
in two RBI. Ben Lewis ’14 pitched five innings, striking out four and surrendering
seven hits and three walks in the loss.

W I L D F I R E S .

With two outs and the bases loaded
in the bottom of the second, Rea singled
to centerfield, plating Zachary J. Carr ’12
and Hayden K. Cornwell ’15. After a walk
to Parker A. Tew ’15, an error brought Rea
and Reid Bishop ’15 home. A single by
Macomber to left field scored McKinney
and Tew, resulting in a 6-0 advantage.
The Engineers then extended their lead
in the fourth inning courtesy of McKinney’s two-run homerun to right field.
The Leopards ended the shutout in the
fifth frame, generating their own two-out
rally. With Mailman and senior Joe Meucci on first and second courtesy of a pair
singles, Ouellette blasted triple down the
right field line to clear the bases. The next
inning, Wentworth tacked on two more
runs to narrow its deficit to 8-4. Wentworth players Jon Spitz ’14 and Conner
Flisnik ’12 reached on walks and advanced
on wild pitches. Mailman followed with a
double to centerfield which resulted in the
Leopards’ final runs of the day.
In the bottom half of the sixth, McKinney drew a walk and then stole second
base. A single by Macomber through
the left side increased the Cardinal and
Gray’s margin to 9-4. MIT capped the
scoring in the eighth by capitalizing on
pitching control issues that produced
four runs.
MIT kicks off NEWMAC play on Friday, March 16 in a home game versus
Wheaton College.

Team faced Simmons College Tuesday
By Greg McKeever
daper staff

On Tuesday afternoon, MIT Softball
lost to Simmons College, 5-1, in their season opener. MIT took an early 1-0 lead over
Simmons College before the
Sharks struck for two runs in
the fourth inning and tacked
on three more in the fifth to
down the Engineers, 5-1. The
game was the season opener
for Tech while Simmons improves to 4-7 with the win.
Freshman Lauren Backhaus limited
the Cardinal and Gray to just two hits and
one walk over seven innings while striking
out four. MIT starter Jessica L. Iacobucci
’12 lasted four innings, allowing two runs
on three hits with five strikeouts. Eleanor
E. Fodor ’15 pitched the final three frames,
giving up just one earned run on five with
four punch-outs.
Iacobucci started off strong, retiring the
side in each of the first three innings while
striking out five of the first six batters she
faced.
In the bottom of the third, junior Leah
Alpert led off with a base hit to right before
Iacobucci sacrificed her over to second.
Alpert moved up to third on a passed ball
and scored Nydia L. Ruleman’s ’12’s infield grounder. Simmons got out of the inning with a double-play ball induced by
Backhaus.

Simmons wasted little time answering
back, getting a pair of runs in the top half of
the next inning. Simmons’ Ari King roped
a lead-off double over the centerfielder’s
head and came home on a double by Emily Cunningham. Christina Mulcahy drove
Cunningham home with her base hit up
the middle.
MIT threatened Simmons in their half
of the sixth, as Ruleman reached base on
a one-out, slap hit, and was sacrificed over
to second. The rally would end there, however, as freshman Sarah M. Van Belleghem
grounded out to third.
Simmons struck for three more runs in
the seventh, including a pair of two-out,
unearned runs, on four hits. With two away
and one run already across, the Engineers
seemed to be close to getting out of the inning, as Fodor induced a slow roller to third
base. Shortstop Angela J. Ha ’15 came over
to cover the bag but was ruled off the base
when she received the throw from Anna R.
Christensen ’13. Cunningham hit a two-run
single to left to push the Simmons advantage to four runs.
Christensen reached on a hit in the seventh but was retired on a fielder’s choice
and Emily Creedon ’13 struck out to close
out the game.
The Engineers will be off for the next
week and a half before departing for Clermont, Fla. for their annual Spring Break
trip. MIT will play 10 games in five days
while in Florida.

Upcoming Home Events
Friday, March 16
Baseball vs. Wheaton College

3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Saturday, March 17
Sailing vs. Central Series 1
Y O U

C A N

P R E V E N T

W I L D F I R E S .

SMOKEYBEAR.COM

sed by humans.
9 out of 10 wildfires are caused by humans.
prevented. 9 out of 10 wildfires can be prevented.

Apply for a FUNDED PSC Internship or Fellowship

Spend your summer helping a community in need!
Open to Undergraduate AND Graduate students
PROPOSALS DUE FRIDAY, MARCH 23 AT NOON

SMOKEYBEAR.COM

9:30 a.m., Wood Sailing Pavilion

Men’s Lacrosse vs. University of New England

1 p.m., Roberts Field

Women’s Lacrosse vs. Eastern Connecticut State University

4 p.m., Roberts Field

Sunday, March 18
Sailing vs. Central Series 1

9:30 a.m., Wood Sailing Pavilion
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Solution to Crossword
from page 6

Meet your
fellow tech staff.
(aka, your new 3 a.m.
pset support group)

For more information, go to http://web.mit.edu/mitpsc

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

SMBC, from Page 7

